ORACLE DIRECTORS COMMIT TREASON IN ALLOWING A BRITISH AGENT FELLOW DIRECTOR TO ENGAGE IN ESPIONAGE AND THE TIKTOK DEAL
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New Oracle director Baroness Rona Alison Fairhead CBE failed to disclose 31 of 39 conflicts of interest before becoming a director on Jul. 10, 2019.

The other directors turned a blind eye to this criminal fraud as well as her espionage, thus being accessories.

Fairhead is a British knight and pledged fealty to the monarch, not the U.S. Constitution.

Fig. 1—Baroness Rona Alison Fairhead, Commander of the British Empire (CBE). New Oracle director overseeing the China TikTok deal with fellow Oracle-HSBC insider Safra A. Catz.

As a British minister, Fairhead boosted China trade, and now scandalously promotes the TikTok deal with Oracle.

**Fig. 2**—Gabriel, McKibben. (Oct. 01, 2020). The secret that Larry Ellison [ORACLE] is keeping from Donald Trump. *American Intelligence Media, Americans for Innovation*. Click three dots on the right of the audio player to download the raw (*.mp3) file.

Sep. 30, 2020—This research has uncovered a concerted British Pilgrims Society attempt to play the Trump Administration for the fool regarding the Chinese mobile video-sharing service TikTok.

TikTok makes it easier to make and share videos. It especially appeals to the narcissism of youth, and therefore, is a...
powerful tool for
digital addiction,
titillation and time wasting.

On the surface, TikTok is a subsidiary of ByteDance that is controlled by the Chinese government. Notoriously, TikTok has teamed up with Huawei to oppress and murder the Uighur minority in northwestern China as a part of Google’s Dragonfly use in state censorship. President Trump rightly blocked TikTok from being offered in the U.S. until the company could show that it would not be a tool for Chinese spying on Americans.

Various “great American companies” like Microsoft, Oracle and Walmart have offered to operate TikTok in America. After much kabuki theater surrounding the terms of the deal, China has just agreed to the President’s terms and to allow Oracle to run the platform.

In other words, China was, we believe, always going to agree with the terms, they just had to make it look like they were resisting.

Microsoft, Oracle and Walmart are not the good guys here. Rather, they’re agents of China, or rather, China’s handler: The British Pilgrims Society, in our opinion.

WHO IS NEW ORACLE DIRECTOR
BARONESS RONA ALISON FAIRHEAD CBE
ANYWAY?

Let’s listen in on this hypothetical conversation between the recent British international trade minister, now Oracle director, Baroness Fairhead, and Xi Jinping, Premier of the People’s Republic of China:

Fairhead: “Hello Xi, Rona here.”

Fairhead: “First off, thank you for superb execution on the Coronavirus hoax. It’s a real propaganda coup to weaponize the common flu! We can recycle that and keep the fear going forever. Very useful. We blind sided the Trump administration and set them up to agree to this TikTok deal. Well done.”

Xi: “My pleasure.”

Xi: “Now, what are your orders on TikTok? It is a very effective surveillance tool for our security police, so how do we add U.S. citizens into your global database without disturbing our operations?”

Fairhead: “Trump’s people are technology ignoramuses, so our Crown Agent Senior Executive Service is still very much in control of global communications and propaganda within the Executive Branch, C.I.A., FBI, DoJ, Navy, Congress and the Courts.”

Fairhead: “I just got approval from London for you to allow Oracle to run TikTok in the U.S. We need to unify with your social credit score system right away.”

Fairhead: “First, push back on the deal, then agree to it. That will make for some good drama for the little people.”

Xi: “Will do. Please give my regards to the Pilgrims Society inner sanctum. I think it is just hilarious that Americans are so stupid that they still don’t know we are in control of everything. Cecil Rhodes was a brilliant strategist. I have his picture on my wall, next to mine.”

Fairhead: “Agree. They are stupid. They hired me, a British secret agent, to be an Oracle director and no regulator or director said anything about my flimsy conflicts disclosure. Bwahahaha.”

Fairhead: “Americans don’t deserve a Constitution. Royal
commands from the Pilgrims Society will work much better for them. We know what’s best, don’t we?”

Xi: “Indeed we do.”

Fairhead: “I’ll call when we need your people to integrate with our American Oracle systems.

Xi: “We’ll run that R&D through your favourite Pilgrims people at Tsinghua University Computer Science and Technology Center. That will keep it nice and academic. My people keep their mouths shut. We only hire programmers from the countryside who know nothing of the world.”

Fairhead: “Yes, Zuckerberg’s wife Comrade Pricilla has been a great liaison for transferring source code. So have the folks at IBM Eclipse Foundation Open Power. We can’t risk using American programmers because some of them are independent-minded and might blow the whistle. We cannot risk that.”

CHINA WORKS FOR THE BRITISH PILGRIMS SOCIETY, ALWAYS HAS

China is, and always has been, an agent of the British Pilgrims Society and its handlers in MI6 and the C.I.A. The stolen gold captured in Germany and Japan after World War II created China and funded megalomaniac Mao Zedong. Indeed, the Pilgrims Society created and promotes communism everywhere as the best way for them to exercise control-by-elitists who believe they know better. Indeed, new proof shows that the Pilgrims Society schooled Vladimir Lenin and the Bolsheviks in London on how to overthrow Czar Nicholas.

ORACLE WAS GIVEN THE GREEN LIGHT TO UNIFY TIKTOK'S CHINESE AND AMERICAN
DATABASES—THEY LIE WHEN THEY SAY THEY WILL KEEP THEM SEPARATE (THERE WILL BE SPY BACKDOORS GALORE)

This deal will give Oracle the green light to modify the TikTok and Oracle software to enhance TikTok, not protect the U.S. from Chinese surveillance.

Indeed, the IBM Eclipse Foundation has been giving up America’s sovereignty to China ever since they stole Leader Technologies’ social networking trade secrets ca. 2001.

The TikTok modification will unify the Chinese and American social credit score data. It will bring the Pilgrims Society closer to their century+-long dream of a British imperial one world order controlled using IBM's lawyer-construct "The Internet of Things" over which Oracle has significant influence.

Remember, in WWII IBM, with RCA, catalogued German concentration camp prisoners. By Hitler's own admission, he was taking his concentration camp model from the British camps in the 2nd Boer War in South Africa that killed over 60,000 white and blacks, including over 14,000 children, in hideous Burroughs Wellcome vaccine experimentation.

At the same time, the Pilgrims Society was seizing control of South Africa's diamonds and
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Investigative Reporter Julia Davis investigates Facebook's Leader v. Facebook attorney Gibson Dunn LLP. She credits this firm with the reason why not a single Wall Street banker has gone to jail since 2008. Click here to read her article "Everybody hates whistleblowers." Examiner.com, Apr. 10, 2012. Here's an excerpt:

"Skillful manipulation of the firm's extensive media connections allows Gibson Dunn to promote their causes, while simultaneously smearing their opponents and silencing embarrassing news coverage."
gold wealth that funds Rhodes Scholarships to this day. That same IBM system also handled American censuses. The Pilgrims never saw a war they did not start in their march to permanent power and control.

When Oracle has fully implemented TikTok, the Pilgrims Society will be able to more easily “mount” the world’s databases (that mostly use Oracle data storage) and thus put the icing on the cake of total global surveillance.

ORACLE IS ENGAGING IN ICONIC PILGRIMS SOCIETY FRAUD

The British Pilgrims Society has infiltrated Oracle, just like they have infiltrated virtually every aspect of American life in education, politics, banking, commerce, patents, courts, healthcare, publishing, media and agriculture.

Tellingly, the other Oracle directors are aiding and abetting Baroness Fairhead’s espionage by allowing a British saboteur to influence policy on the Oracle board.

JUDICIALLY-RECOGNIZABLE EVIDENCE OF ESPIONAGE, TREASON & SEDITION AT ORACLE—YOUR IMMORAL CHOICES HAVE CONSEQUENCES

This statement followed right after Davis cited Facebook's chief inside counsel in the Leader v. Facebook case, Theodore Ullyot, who appears to have helped lead the Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption. Interesting word choices associated with Gibson Dunn LLP: manipulation, smear. Attorneys swear a solemn oath to act morally, ethically, and in support of democratic principles. They promise to conduct themselves in a manner than instills confidence among the citizenry in the rule of law and the judicial system. These promises appear to be meaningless. Click here for a PDF version of Julie Davis' article.
The British companies SERCO and QinetiQ essentially operate the U.S. Navy, Army, Air Force and Space Force. QinetiQ operates the U.S. Army's inventory system from London ("all US Army equipment").


**Note:** The punishment for treason can be hanging. [18 U.S. Code § 2381. Treason.](https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/chapter-10/title-10/section-2381) The Oracle directors are aiding and abetting British Pilgrims Society espionage, including their conspiracies with FBI Director James B. Comey. That makes them treasonous war actors. Hopefully Guantanamo Bay is being fitted with gallows.

Weaponized Coronavirus is an Anglo-American Pilgrims Society Attack on Competitors in America and China. **Americans for Innovation.**
SERCO’s former name is R.C.A. Limited, started by American Pilgrim Society member and Marconi Wireless protégé David Sarnoff, who started NBC in 1926. 1926 was the year Sarnoff predicted a dystopian future of war using wireless beam-forming weapons and viruses. Look it up (check your Downloads folder for a CSV file [comma-separated values] for a spreadsheet of the SERCO contracts).

QinetiQ has received over $8.5 billion U.S. federal contracts. (PDF | Excel-downloads directly to your Downloads folder).

SERCO has received over $9.5 billion U.S. federal contracts. PDF | Excel-downloads directly to your Downloads folder)

This investigation has so many tentacles. Much more analysis is needed on these interlocking
relations. We see former C.I.A. directors involved in this fraud e.g., George Tenet (1996-2004) and Leon Panetta (2009-11), as well as numerous military-industrial complex criminals with their hands out, like Carlyle Group CEO Renée J. James, a current Oracle director.

In 2001, Carlyle funded the British spy corporation QinetiQ that is 100% controlled by the Queen’s iron-fisted Golden Share. QinetiQ set up shop adjacent to the Pirbright Institute where the novel Coronavirus was invented and patented.

But, for the sake of brevity, we have cataloged just one Oracle director.
The new Oracle director Baroness Rona Alison Fairhead, Commander of the British Empire (CBE). Baroness Fairhead was appointed to the Oracle board on Jul. 10, 2019.

We can prove from this appointment alone that espionage and treason are afoot at Oracle and TikTok. This involves not only Baroness Fairhead (espionage) and the Oracle directors (treason), but the regulatory bodies who have all turned a blind eye to this criminality, which includes Ernst & Young LLP and Oracle’s attorneys who are perpetuating the securities fraud, in addition to the espionage and treason.

BARONESS FAIRHEAD WANTONLY VIOLATED THE BUSINESS JUDGMENT RULE IN ACCEPTING THE APPOINTMENT, AND THE OTHER ORACLE DIRECTORS AID AND ABET HER CRIMINALITY IN THEIR SILENCE

GIVEN THAT BARONESS FAIRHEAD IS BRITISH, SHE IS ENGAGING IN ESPIONAGE, AND THE AMERICAN ORACLE DIRECTORS ARE EACH ENGAGED IN TREASON BY ALLOWING HER TO DECEIVE THE PUBLIC

Judge Alan D. Lourie, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, panel judge in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Lourie stood to benefit financially from undisclosed holdings in Facebook. See analysis of Judge Lourie’s T. Rowe Price holdings re. the Facebook IPO. Judge Lourie also failed to apply his own law-test in Group One v. Hallmark Cards to the evidence. After debunking all of Facebook’s evidence on appeal, Judge Lourie created new argument in the secrecy of chambers to support Facebook and prevent the on-sale bar verdict from being overturned—a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, panel judge in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore stood to benefit financially from undisclosed holdings in Facebook. See disclosure of substantial holdings in Facebook and Facebook-related stocks. Judge Moore failed...
American public company directors, and British directors for that matter, are subject to the Business Judgment Rule (BJR - fiduciary duties of good faith, loyalty and due care).

The BJR requires that a company director disclose all material relationships that affect, or might affect, that person’s ability to represent the shareholders objectively—without the taint of self-interest.

Actually, conflicts of interest are OK as long as they are disclosed.

With such disclosure, the public, regulators, shareholders and fellow directors can then assess that director’s ability to act impartially for all the shareholders.

When conflicts are evident, that director may be asked to recuse oneself from decisions involving those subjects. However, if the public is not aware of the conflicts, then the opportunity to self-deal are very high, as we see here.

Baroness Fairhead is easily worth $50 million or more. For example, in just one of her several dozen corporations owned by her and her husband, Thomas Edwin Fairhead, the couple loaned just one company almost $6 million without any requirement for repaying the principle. See B2B NEW YORK LIMITED (UK). See Timeline. Fairhead did not disclose this real estate leasing company to the Oracle shareholders.
Here are the eight (8) relationships that Baroness Fairhead discloses to the public in her Oracle resume on Nov. 19, 2019:

Department of International UK, British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) Trust (Ofcom), Financial Times Group Limited, Pearson plc, Bombardier Inc., Imperial Chemical Industries Limited , HSBC Holdings plc and PepsiCo, Inc.

Here are the thirty-one (31) relationships that Baroness Fairhead did not disclose to the Oracle shareholders and the public (see Baroness Rona Alison Fairhead Biography and Timeline with links to judiciously-recognizable evidence of Fairhead’s fraud).

Note: For public companies, the holdings and material relationships of a spouse, offspring and close relatives must be disclosed.

To reiterate, none of the 31 Baroness Rona Fairhead relationships in the paragraph above were disclosed in Oracle’s notices to shareholders. This is evident fraud.

Notably, we include Fairhead’s HSBC relationships to James B. Comey when he was an HSBC director along with Fairhead and another Oracle director, Israeli-born Safra A. Catz.

Baroness Fairhead’s HSBC relationship with Sir Jonathan Edward Symonds is also noteworthy because of his simultaneous relationships to Oracle director Jafra A. Catz and to longtime HSBC risk director Marc M. Moses.

Moses was the HSBC principle who signed off on the consent decree with Loretta E. Lynch that exonerated HSBC executives from any further criminal litigation in a $1.2 billion windfall for the U.S. Justice
Department (Eric H. Holder, Jr.).

After this consent decree deal was spawned, James B. Comey became HSBC corporate counsel, then became FBI director.

Baroness Fairhead has a fiduciary duty to disclose these cozy HSBC relationships, and did not.

Perhaps one or two omissions can be excused, but failing to disclose 31 out of 39 conflicts is maliciously intentional and evidently meant to hide her Pilgrims Society relationships.

For example, would you elect a convicted rapist to be director of a home for battered women? Neither should Oracle be hiring a British secret agent to help govern policy of an American

laundering to break U.S. sanctions and let off HSBC executives.

Later, Attorney General Lynch designated James B. Comey to exonerate Hillary Clinton in her criminal release of classified information from her private server.

Hindsight shows that Hillary was selling the information to the highest bidder in a pay-to-play enrichment of her Clinton Foundation. The purpose was to destroy American sovereignty and allow the British Pilgrim Society to fully move in and run America. See [AFI, (Aug. 28, 2020)]. Henry Kissinger has been spying for the (British) Pilgrims Society, likely since the late 1940’s. Americans for Innovation.

Baroness Fairhead was an evident actor in this espionage with Comey, Lynch, Obama and Clinton, among others including former C.I.A. directors who were actually working for MI6 under the cover of “Five Eyes” sedition.


Fig. 11—Safra Ada Tirosh (née Catz). Current Oracle CEO and director (1999-present) with fellow Pilgrims Society members Baroness Rona Alison Fairhead CBE (Privy Council chief BBC propagandist) and Leon E.Panetta, former C.I.A. director. Born in Holon, Israel on Dec. 13, 1961 (Wikipedia is incorrect); father was a Romanian Yiddish immigrant (name unknown, research assistance requested; likely a Pilgrims Society British Zionist with Weizmann Institute (bio and tech research paralleving Pirbright Institute UK—Coronavirus patentee) founder Chaim A. Weizmann, convener of numerous British Zionist conferences, hence daddy and maybe granddaddy Catz’s names are hidden); Wharton (1983); UPenn J.D. (1986); married Gal Tirosh (1990); managing director of Donaldson, Lufkin &

Faces of the Facebook Corruption (PDF) (currently being updated after the Fri. Mar. 7, 2014 Scribd censorship of this document:

Here is the cast of characters in Leader v. Facebook: We encourage you to report their corrupt activities to this site and others, like Lawless America. Feel free to communicate anonymously in any way in which you are most comfortable. The attempt of these people and their organizations to corrupt American justice and commerce cannot be tolerated. Vigilance. We will expose them. See Congressional Briefings (currently being updated after Scribd censored the documents on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014).

A. Facebook’s law firms:

1. Fenwick & West LLP (Facebook securities and patent law firm; former Leader Technologies counsel; attempted an appearance in Leader v. Facebook; did not seek conflicts waiver from Leader prior to representing Facebook)
2. Cooley Godward LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; McBee Strategic energy stimulus partner; Obama Justice Dept. advisor; former employer to patent judges)
3. Blank & Rome LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; former employer to patent judges)
4. White & Case LLP (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; undisclosed former employer to Patent Office Freedom of
company in a TikTok China deal where its director, and former British minister of international trade with China, had close times to Chinese Premier Xi Jinping.

**CALL TO ACTION BY PATRIOTS WORLDWIDE**

Al Capone was jailed in Alcatraz for tax evasion, not for murder and mayhem.

Similarly, perhaps the easiest way to take Oracle director Baroness Rona A. Fairhead off the Pilgrims Society playing field is to jail her for her evident Oracle disclosure fraud in addition to her espionage.

We provide plenty of indictable evidence of her espionage against America.

![Al Capone](Image)

**Technical Note:** The Oracle “relational database” is the data storage system of choice for the British Pilgrims Society new world order hustlers. Practically all of the “dark profile” personal information on everyone (legally and illegally captured) is stored on Oracle databases in places like the Utah Data Center and the Facebook Luleå, Sweden Data Center.

Also, it should be noted that Ellison’s inspiration for Oracle came from British IBM engineer Edgar F. Codd who was most likely a part of the 1946 “Five Eyes”

---

**Information Act (FOIA) officer involved in Leader v. Facebook**


6. *Orrick Herrington LLP* (longtime Facebook law firm and destroyer of evidence for the cabal in *Winklevoss v. Zuckerberg* and *ConnectU v. Facebook*)

7. *Weil Gotshal LLP* (Federal Circuit counsel in *Leader v. Facebook*; Judge Kimberly A. Moore’s undisclosed former client)

8. *Latham & Watkins LLP* (Facebook Director James W. Breyer’s counsel; Judge Kimberly A. Moore’s husband, Matthew J. Moore’s new law firm)

9. *Federal Circuit Bar Association (“FCBA”)* (Federal Circuit’s bar association; second largest in the U.S.; Facebook’s law firms extert much influence in its policy and activity, incl. Fenwick & West LLP, Gibson Dunn LLP, Orrick Herrington LLP, Weil Gotshal LLP; Facebook’s large shareholder, Microsoft, is a director; Federal Circuit Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly is an officer; FCBA made an appearance in *Leader v. Facebook* to oppose the amicus curiae (friend of the court) motion of Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam, former Director of Network Architecture at Sun Microsystems, in favor of Leader Technologies and objecting to the evident conflicts of interest within the court itself; her motion was denied, the judges refused to disclose their conflicts which we now know include Facebook and Microsoft stocks)

10. *DC Bar Association*

11. *Perkins Coie LLP* (Facebook’s “rapid response enforcement team;” law firm for Obama’s chief counsels, the husband and wife team of Robert F. Bauer and Anita B. Dunn; Bauer was identified on Aug. 1, 2013 as having directed the IRS targeting of the Tea Party)

12. *Stroz Friedberg* (Facebook’s “forensic expert” who manipulated the data in *Paul Ceglia v. Mark Zuckerberg*, and who first revealed the existence of 28 Zuckerberg hard drives and Harvard emails that they told Leader Technologies in 2009 were “lost”)


---

**B. Facebook attorneys & cooperating judges:**

14. Gordon K. Davidson (Fenwick; Facebook’s securities and patent attorney; Leader Technologies’ former attorney)
The world is just waking up to Fairhead’s handler, the British Pilgrims Society, so, until they do, we need to put the Baroness in Guantanamo for the rest of her life for the career-long treachery she has been involved in.

Joining Fairhead in Guantanamo should be the other Oracle directors and auditor Ernst & Young LLP, who aid and abet her criminality.

***

Described above is abject immorality.

Morality must win the day.

"Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."

_The Gospel of St. Matthew 4:17._

Footnote 1

REMINDER RE. THE MILLER ACT NOTICE—THE PERPETRATORS OF THIS EPIC FRAUD

MUST DISGORGE THEIR ILL-GOTTEN GAIN

Leader Technologies, Inc. sent their FIRST AMENDED MILLER ACT NOTICE to President Trump. It is a contract demand for the U.S. Treasury to pay them for the federal government’s 18-year theft of their social networking inventions. These inventions were stolen by Major General James E. Freeze (US Army, ret.) and Leader’s patent attorney James P. Chandler, III, on behalf of Andrew W. Marshall and the Department of Defense Office of Net Assessment, and the Pilgrims Society who steal and weaponize inventions for continuous war making and enrichment of fascist insider military-industrial corporations.

Patriots are encouraged to help get this First Amended Miller Act Notice to President Trump and past the Praetorian Guard. See American Intelligence Media republish of the Leader Miller Act Notice.
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